Date: 2021-02-18
First Name: Joan
Last Name: Escamilla
Title: n/a
Organization: self/PRO-Teams (property rights organization on fb)
Address:
City: Bedias
State: TX
Zipcode:
Phone:

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: ALL

Message:
In consideration of a failed 2020 census, I hope districts will remain similar or same as before to reflect the demographics obvious to the region as predominantly Republican, Conservative, Independent, Christian, against abortion, against big govt. overreach, protective of reasonable property rights to reduce taxes and preserve Texas true history and its sovereignty, especially its sovereign borders. Thank you! a friend of Senator Lois Kolkhorst, State Congressman Ben Lehman, U.S.Congressman Kevin Brady, U.S.Senator Ted Cruz and U.S. Senator John Cornyn. Thank you! God Bless Texas! Joan Escamilla